
Mapping Leonardo 

Key Stage 4 

1 hour classroom lesson plan (or series of lessons) 

 

Learning Objective 

 Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical                      
understanding of sources.  

 Compare and contrast through looking at maps. 

 

Success Criteria 

 A starter lesson for a project using maps. 

 Understanding of the difference in map making circa 1503 and 
2018. 

 Successful navigation of Google Earth 

 

Quick Starter/Intro  

Draw a very quick ‘birds eye view’ map of how you got to this             
classroom from your last room? Get everyone to share their maps 
on one table, and initiate a short discussion as to how we draw 
maps and what symbols they have used.  

.  

Materials Needed  

 A copy of the image A bird’s-eye map of western Tuscany by 
Leonardo da Vinci (on last page) 

 Access to laptops or PCs with google earth and internet               
access.  

 Sketch books for note making.  

 Key dates for Leonardo (see weblinks) 

 

Curriculum Links  

Art and Design, History, Geography, Biology, Maths,                                
Information Technology. 

 

Possible Follow Up Work/Extension Activity 

The Leonardo map can be the start of a project looking at maps.      
Artists you can also look at include Ed Fairbairn (Drawing),              
Matthew Cusick (Collage), Elisabeth McCourt (Textiles),           

Shannon Rankin (Pattern/Abstract/Design/Collage). 

 

Weblinks 

https://earth.google.com/web/
@43.6680845,11.08599779,130.86344727a,154007.68789625d,35
y,0h,0t,0r 

Leonardo key dates: http://www.davincilife.com/timeline.html 



 

Teacher Guidelines 

We can address this GCSE assessment objective in this lesson plan– AO4 Develop 

ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical understanding of sources.  

This can be a one off lesson or can be extended into a series of lessons. This lesson is 
to create an awareness of the importance of maps, 500 years ago and now and how an 
artist used cartography (map making) to communicate the geography of a land. 

Leonardo was a respected engineer and mapmaker. The use of technology and a                    
challenge (‘find these places’) will engage all students, in particular the boys. 

There are errors in Leonardo’s maps but there will many similarities, including the 
coastline and major cities. 

Challenge the learners to use the maps to find the key cities that you name or are on 
the support sheet.  Ask them to use the google earth search tool to find places that are 
significant in his life.  

Find the places where Leonardo lived and worked using google earth Leonardo key 
dates: http://www.davincilife.com/timeline.html 

Helpful questions are on next page. The large version of the map is on the final page. 

You can even overlap the old map onto the modern view using google earth tools 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8-AfyEDd6Ks 

Quick fun tasks to engage your learners 

 Draw a map of your journey to school using memory. 

 Now use google maps to show the journey. Compare and contrast. 

 What does our school look like as part of a google map? 

 

A bird’s-eye map of western Tuscany 



 

Helpful questions to ask learners 

 Can you find Pisa?  

 Can you find Firenze (Florence)- clue, large city!  

 Can you find Livorno?  

 Can you find Lucca?  

 What sea is on both maps?  

 Can you find Volterra?  

 Where does the River Arno start and end?  

 On Leonardo’s map, how does he represent a town or a city?  

 On google earth, how do you recognise a town or a city? 

 What are the similarities in the maps?  

 What are the differences in the maps? 

 Using the information about Leonardo’s life, can you find where he was born on 
google earth? Can you find where he lived at other times (including his later 
years?) What are the two furthest points in Leonardo’s life in terms of where he 
lived?  

 Can we visit Vinci where Leonardo was born? 

 What is in Vinci which will help us to find out more about the artist? 

A bird’s-eye map of western Tuscany 



Leonardo da Vinci, A bird’s-eye map of western Tuscany, c.1503-4 RCIN 

912683. Royal Collection Trust/ © Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth ll 2019. 

Key places to find (both maps) 

Livorno, Volterra, Pisa, River Arno, Firenze (Florence), Lucca 


